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to inhabit medieval ghettos; their increase was small, and
their proportion in world-Jewry dropped from 16-5 per cent
in 1825 to something over 7 per cent in 1900.
The Jews of Western and Central Europe had a consider-
able natural increase till about 1850, and a slow increase
during the next 30-50 years; but owing to a very low birth-
rate in more recent times, and to considerable losses through
mixed marriages and baptisms, they would probably by
now have been reduced to the figure of 1850, had it not
been for immigration from Eastern Europe. It was there
that the main increase occurred.
Of the 7J million Jews in 1880, almost three-fourths in-
habited Eastern Europe, or rather the great Yiddish-
speaking Pale which stretched from Riga to Odessa, and
from Cracow to Vilna and Kiev. Between 1800 and 1880,
that Pale had extended slightly along its eastern and south-
ern edges, in White Russia and the Ukraine, and into Kher-
son, Bessarabia, Moldavia, and, across the Carpathians,
into Hungary; while its western fringes, in Prussian Poland,
had melted away, through migrations to Central and West-
ern Germany, to England and America. But in the main
the Jewry of the Pale remained solid, unmoved, unchanged.
In 1882 started the Jewish mass-migrations, mainly to
America; and by now (1933), less than half of world-Jewry
is left in Eastern Europe. While in 1825 only three Jews in
a thousand inhabited America, and in 1880 three in a
hundred, now the proportion is roughly three in ten; but
owing to the strong natural increase of those years, the
present Jewish population of»the East European Pale still
exceeds, in absolute figures, that of 1880, and is at least equal
to that of 1900.
About 1830 the Jewish birth-rate in Prussia was 35 per
thousand, and in Eastern Europe it continued at this, or
even at a higher, figure till near the end of the century- But
by 1930 the Jewish birth-rate in Vienna was only about 6
per thousand, in Prussia about 9, in Hungary 11, in Ron*

